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Abstract

In a client-server type system, the server software is required to run continuously for very long periods. Due to repeated and potentially faulty usage by many clients, such software "ages" with time and eventually fails. Huang et al. proposed a technique called "software rejuvenation" [9] in which the software is periodically stopped and then restarted in a "robust" state after proper maintenance. This "renewal" of software prevents (or at least postpones) the crash failure. As time lost (or the cost incurred) due to the software failure is typically more than the time lost (or the cost incurred) due to rejuvenation, the technique reduces the expected unavailability of the software. In this paper, we present a quantitative analysis of software rejuvenation. The behavior of the system is represented through a Markov Regenerative Stochastic Petri Net (MRSPN) model which is solved both for steady state as well as transient conditions. We provide a closed-form analytical solution for the steady state expected down time (and the expected cost incurred) due to system unavailability. We also evaluate the optimal rejuvenation interval which minimizes the expected unavailability of the software.

1 Introduction

In fault tolerant systems, preventive maintenance is considered as one of the key strategies to increase system availability and to reduce costs due to the system failure. It is a widely researched field, especially in the operations research community. The reader is referred to [17] for a survey. In general, preventive maintenance consists of periodically stopping the system and restarting it after doing proper maintenance. This reduces the probability of "unexpected" failure of the system, which would have eventually happened without any maintenance. Since the system is unavailable for normal use during maintenance, some cost is involved in doing so. A typical research problem is to find the optimal maintenance policy, i.e., the one which minimizes a certain cost function defined on the system unavailability. While preventive maintenance concepts have been usually applied to mechanical systems, they can also be effectively applied to the field of software reliability.

With constant and rapid reduction in hardware failure rates due to fast-paced technological improvements, importance of software reliability in overall systems availability is being highlighted. System failures due to imperfect software behavior are usually more frequent than failures caused by hardware components' faults [2]. These failures result from either inherent design defects in the software or from improper usage by clients [14]. Thus fault tolerant software has become an effective alternative to virtually impossible fault-free software. A wide literature exists in this field where the software has the ability to recover from a transient fault [1, 10, 11, 16]. Most of the approaches, for example, the N-version programming [1] approach and the recovery block [16] approach are corrective in nature, i.e. only after a failure occurs, the recovery process is started. The overhead incurred by such recovery strategies remains high and much research has gone into reducing it.

Huang et al. have suggested a complimentary technique which is preventive in nature. It involves periodic maintenance of the software so as to prevent unexpected failures. They call it software rejuvenation [9] and define it as the periodic preemptive rollback of continuously running applications to prevent failures.

While monitoring real applications, it was observed that software typically "ages" as it is run. Potential fault conditions slowly accumulate since the beginning of the software activity. Consider, for example, a
In this paper, we present a quantitative analysis of software rejuvenation. To deal with deterministic interval between successive rejuvenations, behavior of the system is represented through a Markov regenerative stochastic Petri net (MRSPN) model which is subsequently solved for steady state as well as transient conditions using Markov renewal theory. We provide a closed-form analytical solution for the steady state expected down time (and the expected cost incurred due to software unavailability). Earlier work on quantitative analysis by Huang et al. was based on a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) model. Intuitively, we expect that there would be a trade-off involved between the down time caused due to crash failures and down time due to rejuvenation depending on how often it is performed. We demonstrate the effect of the rejuvenation interval defined as the time to perform next rejuvenation starting in the robust state on the steady state expected down time and cost. We also evaluate the optimal value of this interval which minimizes the software unavailability for a given set of system parameters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief introduction to the theory of MRSPNs, their evaluation technique and the fundamental equations for the steady state and the transient probabilities. Description of the system assumptions and the MRSPN model that captures the system behavior is given in Section 3. Reachability graph of the MRSPN model is also constructed in this section. In Section 4, we derive the matrices which describe the system mathematically. Next, we solve for the transient and the steady state expected down time and expected cost incurred due to unavailability of the software using equations from Section 2. Section 5 contains an illustrative numerical example and interpretation of the results. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude with pointers to further research.

2 Introduction to MRSPN

One difficulty in modeling a stochastic system such as software with rejuvenation arises because of the deterministic rejuvenation interval, which renders the system "non-Markovian" and standard modeling method using the theory of continuous time Markov chains can not be applied. In this case, the approach is to study the underlying stochastic process of such non-Markovian systems. Although a general stochastic process may not be analytically tractable, in many cases this process can be shown to be a Markov regenerative one (MRGP also known as semi-regenerative process) and therefore Markov renewal theory can be applied for its long-run as well as transient behavior [6, 3, 4].

A complementary issue is to specify the system behavior in a concise way from which the underlying stochastic process can be extracted and analyzed. Petri nets with their remarkable flexibility and potential for capturing concurrency, contention and synchronization in a system have been widely used for qualitative modeling [15]. To study a system quantitatively, stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) can be used as the high-level specification tool. Each transition in an SPN can be one of the following three types:

- **Type I**: Immediate (i.e. they fire in zero time)
- **Type II**: Timed with exponentially distributed firing time
- **Type III**: Timed with generally distributed firing time

If the SPN contains only type I and type II transitions, the system is Markovian, i.e., at any instant, the future evolution depends only on the current state and not on the past history. It is then standard to automatically generate the underlying continuous time Markov chain [5, 19] and numerically solve it for reliability and performance measures.

If however, the SPN model contains at least one type III transition, the above mentioned memoryless property does not hold in general. For analyzing such a non-Markovian SPN, we need to identify certain time points embedded in the underlying stochastic process at which it is possible to forget the past history. These points, indicated as regeneration points, are such that the future evolution of the stochastic process only depends on the present state entered when a regeneration time point occurs. The underlying stochastic process is determined by a marking process \( \{M(t), t > 0\} \), obtained by constructing the reachability graph for the net. Once the Reachability Set (RS) of the net is identified, namely the set of all possible states (markings) of the system, the reachability graph (RG) can be obtained by connecting a marking \( M_i \) to a marking \( M_j \) with a directed arc if the marking \( M_j \) can result from the firing of some transition enabled in \( M_i \). From the given initial marking \( M_0 \), a unique reachability graph is obtained.

A marking is a tangible marking if no Type I (immediate) transition is enabled in that marking, otherwise it is a vanishing marking.

A single realization of the marking process \( M(t) \) can be written as:

\[
R = \{ (\tau_0, M_0); (\tau_1, M_1); \ldots; (\tau_i, M_i); \ldots \}
\]

The classification is valid only when the transition follows the so called prd (preemptive repeat different) policy. Since the discussion and analysis of different firing policies [18] is orthogonal to this paper, we do not elaborate on this aspect.
where $M_{i+1}$ is a marking immediately reachable from $M_i$, and $\tau_{i+1} - \tau_i$ is the sojourn time in marking $M_i$. With the above notation, $M(t) = M_i$ for $\tau_i \leq t < \tau_{i+1}$. We now give a formal definition of MRSPN.

**Definition 1** - A regeneration time point $\tau^*_i$ in the marking process $M(t)$ is the epoch of entrance in a tangible marking $M_n$ in which the Markov property holds.

**Definition 2** - An SPN, for which an embedded sequence of regeneration time points and associated states $(\tau^*_n, M_n)$ behaving as a Markov renewal process (or Markov renewal sequence) can be found, is an MRSPN [3].

Choi et al. in [3] showed that if at any time, at most one type III (generally distributed) transition is enabled, then it is always possible to find an embedded sequence $(\tau^*_n, M_n)$ i.e. the non-Markovian SPN is guaranteed to belong to the class of MRSPN.

Let $\Omega$ represent the state space of the underlying MRGP. It is given by the tangible subset of the reachability graph given an initial marking. Thus, $\Omega = RS(M_0)$. Let $n$ be the cardinality of $\Omega$. Let the set of possible states at regeneration time points be given by $\Omega^*$. Thus $\Omega^* = \{M_n : (\tau^*_n, M_n)\}$ is the embedded sequence. Clearly, $\Omega^* \subseteq \Omega$ and $m = |\Omega^*| \leq n$. To provide an analytical formulation of the stochastic process underlying an MRSPN, according to [3, 6], we define $V(t) = [V_{ij}(t)]$, $K(t) = [K_{ij}(t)]$ and $E(t) = [E_{ij}(t)]$ as the following matrix valued functions:

$$V_{ij}(t) = Pr\{M(t) = j | M(\tau^*_i) = i\}$$

$$K_{ij}(t) = Pr\{M(\tau^*_i) = j : \tau^*_i \leq t | M(\tau^*_i) = i\}$$

$$E_{ij}(t) = Pr\{M(t) = j, \tau^*_i > t | M(\tau^*_i) = i\}$$

(1)

$V(t)$ is an $m \times n$ transition probability matrix and gives the probability that the stochastic process $M(t)$ is in marking $j$ at time $t$ given that it was in marking $i$ at $t = 0$. Thus $V(t)$ captures the transient behavior of the process. The $m \times m$ matrix $K(t)$ is called the global kernel and provides the probability of the event that the next regeneration time point is $\tau^*_i$ and the next regeneration marking is $j$ given that the marking is $i$ at $\tau^*_i = 0$. Finally, the $m \times n$ matrix $E(t)$ is called the local kernel since it describes the behavior of the marking process $M(t)$ inside two consecutive regeneration time points. The element $E_{ij}(t)$ is the probability that the process is in marking $j$ at time $t$ starting from marking $i$ at $\tau^*_i = 0$ before the next regeneration time point. From the above definitions:

$$\sum_{j \in \Omega^*} K_{ij}(t) + \sum_{j \in \Omega} E_{ij}(t) = 1$$

(2)

The transient behavior of the MRSPN can be evaluated by solving the following generalized Markov renewal equation (in matrix form) [6, 3]:

$$V(t) = E(t) + K \ast V(t)$$

(3)

where $K \ast V(t)$ is a convolution matrix, whose $(i, j)$-th entry is:

$$[K \ast V(t)]_{ij} = \int_{0}^{t} dK_{ijy} V_{kj}(t-y).$$

Next, we outline the solution of the above equation for steady state and transient cases.

### 2.1 Steady-state solution

If the embedded discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) defined at regeneration points ($\{M(\tau^*_n), n \geq 0\}$) is finite and irreducible then its steady-state probability vector $\nu$ given by the solution of the linear system

$$\nu = \nu K(\infty)$$

(4)

under the condition $\sum_{i \in \Omega^*} \nu_i = 1$ can be evaluated. Let $\alpha_{ij}$ denote the integral $\int_{0}^{\infty} E_{ij}(t)dt$. Then it can be shown [13] that the steady-state probabilities $\pi_j$ of the MRGP can be obtained in closed form by:

$$\pi_j = \sum_{k \in \Omega^*} \frac{\nu_k \alpha_{kj}}{\sum_{l \in \Omega^*} \nu_l \alpha_{jl}}$$

(5)

### 2.2 Transient solution

Coupled integral Equations (3) describing the behavior of an MRGP\(^2\) can be numerically solved by two different approaches:

- Direct solution in time domain. Equation (3) represents coupled Volterra equation of the second kind, for which the numerical solution methods are discussed in [7].
- Numerical solution from transform domain. In this paper, we follow this approach as described below.

If we take the Laplace-Stieljes transform (LST) on both sides of (3) we obtain:

$$\hat{V}(s) = \hat{E}(s) + \hat{K}(s)\hat{V}(s),$$

from which the transient probabilities in Laplace transform (LT) domain (as LST of a function is $s$ times its LT) are obtained as

$$\hat{V}(s) = \left[I - s \hat{K}(s)\right]^{-1}\hat{E}(s)$$

(6)

\(^2\)An alternative formulation for transient solution of MRGPs is possible using partial differential equations [8].
Symbolic manipulators like "Mathematica" can be used to automate evaluation of matrix inversion and obtain expressions for $V_{ij}$ in the $s$ domain. These expressions are then inverted numerically to obtain the solution in time domain. For this purpose we use the Jagerman's method [12].

To summarize the procedure, modeling with MRSPNs consists of the following steps.

1. Specify the system behavior by a concise SPN and verify that it falls in the MRSPN class.
2. Obtain the reachability graph of the SPN and determine the state space of the underlying MRGP.
3. Derive the global kernel ($K$) and the local kernel ($E$) from the reachability graph in time domain as well as Laplace domain.
4. Use Equation (6) and numerical inversion to obtain the transient measures.
5. Calculate $K(\infty)$ and solve for the steady state probabilities of the embedded DTMC.
6. Evaluate $\alpha_{ij}$ from the local kernel and use Equation (5) to obtain the steady state measures.

We now proceed to follow the above steps for analyzing software rejuvenation.

3 The system

The software starts up in a "robust" state in which the probability of failure is zero. As it is used, it ages with time and if no rejuvenation is done eventually transits to another state. In this state, it provides normal service but can fail (crash) with a non-zero probability. Once it crashes, it takes a random amount of time to bring it up again to the clean state and restart it. Rejuvenation is performed at a fixed interval from the start (or restart) of the software in the robust state. At the time of rejuvenation, if the software has not already crashed, it is either in the clean or the failure probable state. It is then stopped, cleaned and restarted; all of which takes a random amount of time. We assume that the time for which software remains clean and the time to fail from the failure probable state are both exponentially distributed. Thus the time to failure for the software starting in the robust state has a hypo-exponential distribution. We further assume that the times to restart both from rejuvenation and crash failures are both exponentially distributed. The rejuvenation interval, however, is deterministic. Even though our assumption about exponentiality of restart times is not substantiated, they clearly suffice to demonstrate the tradeoffs involved in rejuvenation. Showing the existence of an optimality condition and illustrating the trade-offs is the primary objective of this paper. Furthermore, it is relatively straightforward to solve the same problem with general distributions using the same model.

3.1 Petri net model

Figure 1 shows the Petri net model of the above system. The circles represent places with dots inside representing the tokens held inside that place. Unshaded rectangles represent transitions with exponentially distributed firing time while the shaded rectangle represents a transition with a constant firing time.

The robust state is modeled by the place $P_{\text{up}}$. Transition $T_{\text{fprob}}$ models the aging of the software. When this transition fires, i.e., a token reaches place $P_{\text{fprob}}$, the software enters the failure probable state. The transition $T_{\text{down}}$ models crash failure of the software. During the software restart (while the transition $T_{\text{up}}$ is enabled), every other activity is suspended; the inhibitor arc from place $P_{\text{up}}$ to transition $T_{\text{clock}}$ is used to model this fact.

The transition $T_{\text{clock}}$ models the rejuvenation period. It is competitively enabled with $T_{\text{fprob}}$ and fires when the clock expires if $T_{\text{fprob}}$ has not fired by that time. Once it fires, a token moves in place $P_{\text{down}}$ to transition $T_{\text{clock}}$ is used to model this fact.

The transition $T_{\text{clock}}$ models the rejuvenation period. It is competitively enabled with $T_{\text{fprob}}$ and fires when the clock expires if $T_{\text{fprob}}$ has not fired by that time. Once it fires, a token moves in place $P_{\text{down}}$ to transition $T_{\text{clock}}$ is used to model this fact.

The transition $T_{\text{clock}}$ models the rejuvenation period. It is competitively enabled with $T_{\text{fprob}}$ and fires when the clock expires if $T_{\text{fprob}}$ has not fired by that time. Once it fires, a token moves in place $P_{\text{down}}$ to transition $T_{\text{clock}}$ is used to model this fact.

The transition $T_{\text{clock}}$ models the rejuvenation period. It is competitively enabled with $T_{\text{fprob}}$ and fires when the clock expires if $T_{\text{fprob}}$ has not fired by that time. Once it fires, a token moves in place $P_{\text{down}}$ to transition $T_{\text{clock}}$ is used to model this fact.

3.2 Reachability graph

Since there are no immediate transitions in the net, all the markings are tangible. Let the 5-
The process can be fully characterized by these states, at the time of entering that state, future to times of entering either of states 1, 3, 4 or 5. In all conditions that the regeneration times exactly correspond to firing brought about the change. Let \( E(t) \) denote the actual state labels according to the reachability graph (and not the indices of rows or columns). The diagonal entries are zero as at a regeneration instance, the process must change state. As no transition is possible from states 3, 4 and 5 to each other, corresponding entries are zero.

From Equation (1), \( K_{13}(t) \) is given by the probability that the process enters state 3 by firing of \( T_{\text{clock}} \). This equals the probability that \( T_{j\text{prob}} \) does not fire in the interval \([0, \delta) \) and is given as

\[
K_{13}(t) = e^{-\lambda_2 t} u(t - \delta)
\]

where \( u(t) \) denotes the unit-step function. \( K_{13}(t) \) is given by the joint probability that the state at next regeneration instant is 4 and the time to regenerate is less than or equal to \( t \), given that the state is 1 at time zero. As the process has to pass through state 2, this quantity is obtained by conditioning on the time to reach 2 and then un-conditioning in the interval \([0, \delta) \) as

\[
K_{14}(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{\lambda_1}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_2} e^{-\lambda_2 t} + \frac{\lambda_2}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_2} e^{-\lambda_1 t}, & 0 \leq t < \delta \\
1 - \frac{\lambda_1}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_2} e^{-\lambda_2 t} + \frac{\lambda_2}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_2} e^{-\lambda_1 \delta} & t \geq \delta
\end{cases}
\]

(8)

\( K_{15}(t) \) is given by the probability that \( T_{\text{down}} \) does not fire up to time \( \delta \), given that the process is in state 1 at time zero.

\[
K_{15}(t) = \frac{\lambda_1}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_2} [e^{-\lambda_2 \delta} - e^{-\lambda_1 \delta}] \ u(t - \delta)
\]

(9)

In states 3, 4, and 5, only a single exponential transition is enabled. So \( K_{ij}(t), i = 3, 4, 5 \) is the probability that the corresponding transition fires in time \( t \).

\[
K_{11}(t) = 1 - e^{-\lambda_1 t}, \quad i = 3, 4, 5
\]

(10)

\( E(t) \) describes the process at times between two consecutive regeneration points starting from a state at regeneration and hence is a 4 x 5 matrix given as following:

\[
E(t) = \begin{pmatrix}
E_{11}(t) & E_{12}(t) & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & E_{23}(t) & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & E_{44}(t) & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & E_{55}(t)
\end{pmatrix}
\]
Again, the subscripts $ij$ represent the actual state labels and not the row or column indices. Zero entries in the matrix at $ij$th location indicate that either a transition from $i$ to $j$ is not possible or it results in a regeneration. $E_{11}(t)$ is simply the probability that the process starting in state 1, stays in it till time $t$. Here $t$ lies in the interval $[0, \delta]$ as at time $\delta$, the process is sure to transit to state 3 resulting in a regeneration. Thus

$$E_{11}(t) = e^{-\lambda_1 t} (u(t) - u(t - \delta)) \quad (11)$$

$E_{12}(t)$ is the probability that at time $t$ the process is in state 2 given that at time 0, it was in state 1. Note that $t$ takes values in $(0, \delta)$. Conditioning on time to enter state 2 and un-conditioning, we obtain

$$E_{12}(t) = \frac{\lambda_1}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_2} \left[ e^{-\lambda_2 \delta} - e^{-\lambda_1 \delta} \right] (u(t) - u(t - \delta)) \quad (12)$$

$E_{ii}(t)$, for $i = 3, 4, 5$ is the probability that the corresponding enabled exponential transition does not fire by time $t$. Therefore

$$E_{ii}(t) = e^{-\lambda_i t}, \quad i = 3, 4, 5 \quad (13)$$

### 4.1 Steady state solution

Using the notation defined in Section 2, we evaluate the following quantities:

$$\alpha_{11} = \int_0^{\infty} E_{11}(t)dt \quad (14)$$

$$= \frac{1}{\lambda_1} \left[ 1 - e^{-\lambda_1 \delta} \right] \quad (15)$$

$$\alpha_{12} = \int_0^{\infty} E_{12}(t)dt \quad (16)$$

$$= \frac{1}{\lambda_2} - \frac{\lambda_1}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_2} \left[ e^{-\lambda_2 \delta} - e^{-\lambda_1 \delta} \right] \quad (17)$$

$$\alpha_{ii} = \int_0^{\infty} E_{ii}(t)dt \quad (18)$$

$$= \frac{1}{\lambda_i}, \quad i = 3, 4, 5 \quad (19)$$

The steady state probabilities for the embedded DTMC are obtained by using Equation (4) as following:

$$\nu_1 = \frac{1}{2}$$

$$\nu_3 = \frac{1}{2} e^{-\lambda_1 \delta} \quad (20)$$

$$\nu_4 = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\lambda_1}{2(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)} e^{-\lambda_2 \delta} - \frac{\lambda_2}{2(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)} e^{-\lambda_1 \delta} \quad (21)$$

$$\nu_5 = \frac{\lambda_1}{2(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)} \left[ e^{-\lambda_2 \delta} - e^{-\lambda_1 \delta} \right] \quad (22)$$

Next, the steady state probabilities of the MRGP being in state $i$, $1 \leq i \leq 5$, are obtained in closed form by plugging in values from Equations (14) through (17) and Equations (19) through (22) in Equation (5). The steady state probability of the software being unavailable is given by the probability that the process is in state 3, 4 or 5. Therefore

$$\pi_{down} = \pi_3 + \pi_4 + \pi_5 \quad (23)$$

Let $T_d$ be a random variable denoting the down time of software, then the expected down time in the interval $[0, T]$ would be

$$E[T_d] = \pi_{down} T \quad (24)$$

Since rejuvenation is typically scheduled for times when the costs incurred will be less, it may be appropriate to measure the performance in terms of costs incurred rather than in terms of down time. Let $C_r$ be the fixed cost per unit time when the software is in the rejuvenation phase and $C_f$ be the fixed cost per unit time when it has failed. If $C$ is a random variable denoting the cost incurred, then, the expected total cost incurred in the interval $[0, T]$ is given by

$$E[C] = ((\pi_3 + \pi_5)C_r + \pi_4 C_f) T \quad (25)$$

We have obtained closed-form expressions for the expected down time and expected down costs which, for a given $T$ are functions of $\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \lambda_5$ and $\delta$. For each, differentiating with respect to $\delta$ and equating to zero gives us the optimal value of $\delta$ that minimizes the respective quantity.

### 5 Results

Values of $\lambda_1$ through $\lambda_5$ are fixed for all the results and are taken from page 15 of [9]. Table 1 lists these values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_1^{-1}$</td>
<td>240 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_2^{-1}$</td>
<td>2160 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_3$</td>
<td>6 /hr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_4$</td>
<td>2 /hr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_5$</td>
<td>6 /hr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Parameter Values

**Transient results:** We choose the value of $\delta$ to be 336 hours(also from [9]). To obtain the results we evaluated $\mathbf{K}(s)$ and $\mathbf{E}(s)$ and programmed Equation (6) in Mathematica to obtain $\mathbf{V}(s)$. Then we used Jagerman’s method to numerically invert $V_{13}(s) + V_{44}(s) + V_{15}(s)$. Figure 3 shows the transient probability of the software being unavailable (due to rejuvenation as well as failure).
From the plot, we can see that the expected unavailability ripples as time increases finally settling down to the steady state value. Also, the local maxima of the first ripple occurs at 336 hrs. The maxima of $i$th ripple for $i \geq 2$ occurs at $(i + 1)336 + \frac{1}{6}$. Note that $\frac{1}{6}$ is the time it takes to complete the rejuvenation. Also note that there are minor “kinks” in the graph which result from a loss of precision in the numerical inversion of Laplace transform.

Steady state results:
We are not only interested in the steady state probability of the software being unavailable given a rejuvenation interval, but also on the effect of the interval on expected unavailability. Figure 4 shows the effect on expected down time by change in the rejuvenation interval($\delta$). In the extreme case, if $\delta = 0$, i.e., the software is always rejuvenating, it would also be always unavailable. As $\delta$ is increased, expected unavailability decreases. As it is performed less and less frequently, the unavailability caused by rejuvenation is overshadowed by the down time due to failure. Thus expected unavailability achieves a minimum and then increases again. It was found that the optimal rejuvenation interval is 33 days. As $\delta \to \infty$, expected unavailability approaches the value when there is no rejuvenation.

Figure 5 shows the change in expected costs as $\delta$ is varied. For illustration purpose, we assume that the cost incurred when software fails (i.e., $C_f$) is fixed at $85000 / hr$. The results are plotted for different values of $C_f/C_r$. As with the down time, expected cost is a function with the optimum value of $\delta$ at its minimum. As the ratio $C_f/C_r$ is increased, which means keeping $C_f$ fixed at 5000$/hr$ and decreasing $C_r$, we see that the optimal value of $\delta$ also decreases. Thus higher the cost of failure relative to the cost of maintenance, more often would we perform rejuvenation. In the limit $\delta \to \infty$ i.e., no rejuvenation, the expected cost is a function of $C_f$ only and hence all graphs approach the same value. Also, in the limit $\delta \to 0$, the cost incurred is infinite, as the software always remains in the rejuvenation state.

6 Conclusion

We have presented an MRSPN based model of software rejuvenation which illustrates the change in expected down time and expected total cost with respect to the rejuvenation interval. The model can be used to find the optimum rejuvenation interval given the system parameters. The model provides the probability that the software is unavailable in both the transient and steady state cases. In the presented model, rejuvenation is solely time based. Since the cost incurred is a function of the load on the service provided by the software, rejuvenation may also be a function of load. We are currently investigating rejuvenation policies which are purely load dependent as well as policies which are both time and load dependent.
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